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What are you really trying to escape?

KEY FEATURES

Control your Jetpack to fly freely around space!

Use your Taser-Gun to activate switches remotely

Solve amazing puzzles involving Zero-Gravity rooms

Bend time around you to complete seemingly impossible challenges

Find Upgrade Terminals to acquire new Abilities

Enjoy a Speedrun Mode and New Game+ to access exclusive secret areas!

Find lost recordings to solve mysteries and learn what lead you to this station

Gamepad support: Xbox One, Xbox 360, DualShock 4 and Steam Controller

TASER-GUN: PRECISION IS PRECIOUS

Shoot your taser-gun to power-up electric devices remotely. When you're alone in the universe, this weapon is your best
friend.

JETPACK: ENJOY FLYING

Defy laws of physics by firing up your Jetpack to fly freely through space and avoid deadly traps. You cannot risk falling
into the void; use it wisely and make sure you have enough fuel to make your jump!

ZERO-GRAVITY

Discover a new way of thinking first-person puzzles and solve puzzles in Zero-Gravity rooms!

TIME MANIPULATION

Use your Hyper-Speed Skill to slow down time around you, allowing you to focus and survive traps that would be deadly at
regular speed!
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UPGRADES

Explore the world and find Upgrade Terminals to acquire new Abilities and improve your stats! Upgrades are persistent for
a New Game+ when the game is completed.

SOLVE BRAIN-ENGAGING PUZZLES

While surviving the adventure through the space station, dexterity is not your only challenge; activate switches, complete 2D
minigames, use cubes to reach higher grounds, go through portal teleporters, orient light mirrors, search for clues to guess access

codes!

SPACE EXPLORATION AWAITS

Explore and pick up hidden recordings throughout the station - they will help you solve certain puzzles, recall what happened
to you and find answers about your past, present and future.

Pick up health and ammunition packs as you explore space to help you get through this adventure.

REPLAY VALUE

Many rooms can be completed in multiple ways. Others can be skipped using secret passageways. Once you have completed
the main storyline, continue your adventure in New Game+ to discover previously inaccessible Bonus Rooms and obtain

Bonus Recordings!

SPEEDRUN MODE

Enjoy a speedrunner-friendly experience by enabling Speedrun Mode, allowing you to optimize your timings and compete
with your friends via Steam Leaderboards!

ACHIEVEMENTS, LEADERBOARDS, TRADING CARDS AND BADGES

Show the entire world what a puzzle mastermind you are by unlocking Achievements, sharing your speedrun scores with your
friends and the entire world! Unlock new Steam Badges and Trading Cards as you play!
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Title: Fractal Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Haze Games
Publisher:
Haze Games

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel / AMD Dual Core 1.2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD4000 / GeForce GTX 720

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Compatible with Xbox 360 and Xbox One Gamepads, DualShock 4, Steam Controller

English,French,German,Hungarian,Italian,Czech,Danish,Polish,Russian,Swedish
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